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Tesla Shoots for the Stars,  
But Are Prices Earthbound?

Spyders Climb Miles Collier Unravels a Web 
of Data to Reveal a Trend

2008 Roadster $71.5k

1958 Porsche 550A 

$5m

The Biggest Results and Lessons from the
$252m Arizona Auction Week 
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Yes, in case you bidders and read-
ers are not aware, there are people who 
have no intention — or the means — to 
buy a car here, but they pay. These car 
lovers pay for their travel to this show, 
for entry (up to $95 on a Barrett-Jackson 
weekend, and no, that is not bidder reg-
istration, that is simply the entry fee to 
watch other people spend their money). 
And they pay for $10 burgers and $3 
Cokes. Just to be near it all. 

Americans really, really love their 
cars.

Celebrating high prices
What baffles me, though, and many 

of my fellow European classic-car 
buffs, is that when dealing with a trans-
action — something that is obviously 
a connection of product, seller AND 
buyer — every auction house seems to 
focus entirely and exclusively on the 
sellers.

Record prices are anticipated — and 
sometimes promised. Where else in the 
world other than classic-car auctions is 
paying more —or even the most — for 
a product the clever thing to do?

Can you imagine checking in to the 
Arizona Biltmore hotel, being told your 
suite is $2,000 a night and when you 

sign, the whole lobby erupts into applause and the front 
desk announces loudly that nobody has ever paid more 
to stay at the Biltmore than you?

Crazy, but that’s real life at the auctions. 

Russo and Steele is the place to be
For me, most of the fun is at Russo and Steele. This 

auction sums up what is right with this hobby.
Russo and Steele gets people near the cars. You can 

touch them, see them — and not only be on the stage but 
“be the stage.” Once you pass the registration desk, the 
path guides you directly into the auction room. You can’t 
avoid running into the cars on the block, mingling with 
buyers and sellers — and brushing shoulders with Russo 
and Steele CEO Drew Alcazar.

A Russo and Steele auction is like watching a caba-
ret production — everything is over the top. “The re-
serrrrrrrve is ooooooffff!!!!” The whole affair is fun. It 
has no air of supremacy about it, of the life of the “other 
half.” It is engaging and fun. There are bargains to be 
had — and laughs. People sit around the arena with food 
and drink. Some of them are bidding. Many others watch 
with their minds boggled.

At the end you have been part of it. You haven’t just 
watched it — you lived it. And perhaps next year, you’ll 
register to bid. ♦

H aving spent the past six years living back in Europe, the 2018 Arizona 
Auction Week season was my first time back since the stormy 2010 Russo 
and Steele tent incident.

Eight years made quite a difference.
My German publisher commissioned me to write up the auctions — and everything 

in them — for German readers. This opened my eyes to so many things.
First there is the sheer size of this week of cars — every number a superlative. More 

than 2,600 cars sold for a total of close to a quarter of a billion dollars. This takes the 
average price close to $100,000. Average. But what does that even mean?

Then there were the highlight cars from the various auctions, such as the 1965 
Ferrari 275 GTB Speciale for $8,085,000 at Gooding, the 1958 Porsche 550A Spyder 
for $5,170,000 at Bonhams — and the 2017 Ford GT sold for charity at $2.5 million at 
Barrett-Jackson. But for me, the hugely expensive cars are not what the auctions are 
about — no matter what SCM says!

Passionate car people
The thing I take away from a week of watching people outbid each other for indi-

vidual cars is that this is still a thing of passion. No matter how many seminars talk 
about “investing,” or “buy, hold, sell,” this is something we do because we love it.

This also explains why so many and such different people are attracted to it. While 
RM Sotheby’s, Gooding and Bonhams might make the headlines with their individual 
supercars, it is the auctions at Barrett-Jackson and Russo and Steele that define the 
hobby for me more than anything else. And those two auctions are circuses.

At any given day of Arizona Auction Week, Barrett-Jackson sells hundreds of cars 
in front of thousands of bidders — while playing host to more than 40,000 paying 
visitors every day.

At Russo and Steele, bidders can go right up and touch their potential purchases

The Passion and the Show
The sheer size of Arizona Auction Week boggles the European mind,  
but it’s a very fun circus

by Axel E. Catton
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